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SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to develop an experimental self-instructional system to provide evidence about the degrees to which, and the amounts of time in which, such a system enables pupils with varying abilities to acquire certain types of knowledge and skills. Answers were also sought to the following questions: (1) How much student time is needed to complete such an instructional system? (2) How much repetition is necessary to acquire defined levels of knowledge and skills? (3) What difficulties do students experience in use of the system?

The experiment involved use of expandable polystyrene plastics and equipment to construct a foamed rubber object (ice bucket). Thirty students enrolled in grades six through twelve were subjects of this study.

To study the effect of varying mental abilities on results, subjects were divided into three groups classified as high, average and low on the basis of scores on the Numerical and Verbal Sections of the Differential Aptitudes Test (Form L).

The polysensory self-instructional system developed for this experiment included four sub-systems each consisting of single-concept audio films, a programmed instruction book, laboratory experiences and a teacher’s guide. Each sub-system was designed to enable pupils to acquire pre-defined levels of knowledge and skill.

All students were administered pretests to determine existing knowledge and proficiencies.

As a group, students received an orientation to the plastics industry. Students were then directed to proceed with the system on an individual basis.

Individualized self-instruction consisted of viewing single-concept films, completing programmed instruction books and performing the laboratory work. This sequence was repeated for each of the four instructional units of the system.

Capabilities of the system to help pupils acquire defined levels of knowledge and skills was evaluated by analyzing results of the following variables: performance test scores, knowledge
test scores, numbers of times films were viewed, errors made in the programmed instruction books, evaluation of students' work procedures and the quality of the foamed objects they produced. Performance between and within the three ability groups were compared.

Results show that:

Performance scores on laboratory work exceeded those defined as adequate.

Variation of performance scores within ability groups was as great as between groups.

Performance time varied as much within ability groups as between groups with the maximum time needed for performance being approximately two and one-half times the minimum time required.

Frequency of film viewing varied between ability groups, with the high ability groups viewing the films most often and the low ability groups viewing the films least often.

Evaluation of the foamed objects indicated that all students performed at a level exceeding minimum acceptable performance criteria.

The findings indicate that such polysensory self-instructional systems can be effectively used to teach types of knowledges and skills such as those associated with the use of expandable poly-styrene plastics.
Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Study

In recent years educational technology has been improved by the development of 16mm films, projection equipment and programmed materials.

After World War II, and especially during the 1950's and 1960's, systematic improvement of educational technology became a subject of national concern. Forces affecting that interest included sharp increases in enrollments, increased demand on inadequate teacher supply and educational facilities, the knowledge explosion, technological change, drop-outs, unemployment and a concern with national defense. At present a rising demand for individuals possessing advanced skills, and national efforts to surmount poverty have accentuated that interest. The increasing numbers of children, youth and adults seeking further education also increase the need to make instruction more efficient.

Major educational needs of youth and the nation can be served by development of more effective instructional systems. Evolving elements of educational technology provide concepts and techniques for such development.

Slaughter has noted that "the realization of the potential contribution of technology to education will depend upon the research and development effort put behind the planning and production of systems of technology."1

... educational technology ... seems likely to grow in certain directions. One unmistakable direction will be the development of educational technology on a systems basis, with close and direct relevance to the purposes of education and objectives of instruction with a maximum contribution being made by each component of the technology to the end result obtained with the system.2

Numerous studies have demonstrated that sound films may be successfully employed to facilitate learning the performance of a
Vandermeer found that the use of demonstration films reduced training time and enabled pupils to acquire large amounts of factual information about engine lathe operation. He suggested that the use of films be further explored, that media other than films be tried, and that the media be adapted to individualized training. Studies by Roshal, Herby, and Vandermeer and Cogswell further demonstrated the effectiveness of films in teaching psychomotor skills.

Single-concepts films appear to be exceptionally useful instructional media. These are short films, usually running from three to five minutes. Such a film presents only one, or a few, major concepts. The film forms a continuous loop which is housed in a special cartridge, thus permitting students to use it repeatedly without rewinding.

At present loop films are used by industry, schools and the armed forces. However, much research necessary to ascertain their effectiveness in teaching knowledges and skills is needed. Gerlach and Vergis and Meierhenry, have indicated a need for experimental combinations of single-concept films and audio information. Single-concept films and audio commentary can serve as elements of polysensory system instructional systems.

Further, while technological innovation rapidly is becoming part of our society, the authors of this study assumed that educational research can beneficially experiment with the new combinations of old and new instructional procedures. For example, selected laboratory experiences along with films and programmed materials can serve as elements of systems enabling pupils to learn through combinations of kinesthetic, visual and auditory senses. This combination would employ several senses to promote learning.

The Nature of the Polysensory Instructional System

Polysensory systems are designed to utilize several senses in the learning process.

McPherson, notes three basic characteristics of a learning system. First, instruction be planned in terms of an educational ecology. Relationships of subject areas and learning tasks must be defined. Instructional methods and materials should utilize the best available knowledge about the means of giving each individual the kinds of experiences most likely to result in desired learnings. The purpose is to make all of education a systematic whole for learners. Various specialists can make essential contributions to systems development.
A second characteristic of a system is detailed analysis of (1) learning objectives specific to the subject field and to the learners, (2) the kinds of learning activities which must be carried on in order to gain these objectives, and (3) methods and media which will enable learners to engage in appropriate learning activities.

A third systems characteristic is that required learning resources must be arranged and utilized in ways that make it possible for learners to engage in activities designed to help pupils achieve each selected learning objective. This requires experimental development of learning system resources, appraisal of their use, and redesign of systems until they enable pupils to reach objectives.

McPherson suggests that systems require precise stipulation of objectives, resources, alternatives, and criteria. Proposed modes of organization then may be derived and structured. The selected mode should permit the allocation of various choices to be applied to a particular problem. It also may imply new techniques, equipment and facilities better suited to a specific objective.

A strength of the systems-concept lies in the analysis of alternate pathways through which the desired terminal objectives may be attained. The paths through which the objectives may be realized may range from the use of a combination of media for mass instruction, including components such as films or video tape, to selected media for individual instruction such as language laboratories, programmed learning and other individual response systems.

A system may require the integration of machines with teaching teams. Since the aim is greater productivity without sacrificing standards of quality, it also may involve the use of labor-saving devices such as computers for rapid data acquisition and analysis.

McPherson also suggests that to perform the analysis necessary for system development, several steps are involved. One must ask questions such as the following:

1. What is the system under study?
   a. What are the educational processes to be implemented?
   b. What are the characteristics of the learners?

2. What is the system supposed to do?
   a. What are the educational objectives of the system?
   b. What are the financial and environmental factors involved?

3. How is the system intended to perform its functions?
   a. What facilities are available?
   b. What are the possible media options?
c. What methods will best present the instructional materials?

d. With what materials is the educational system involved?

4. What individual functions are specific components intended to achieve?

5. How can performance be measured and evaluated?

6. What are the criteria for acceptable performance of the tasks?

Continual evaluation is necessary. By defining and stating objectives—the prerequisites of evaluation—and by a continual evaluation of the program and the materials being used, systems become tools for improvement of instruction.

**Significance of the Study**

Studies have been conducted which indicate that certain kinds of learning are facilitated when several senses are involved in the learning process. This study is intended to provide additional evidence about the potential of a polysensory system to enlarge the performance capabilities of pupils possessing three levels of ability—low, average, high. Thus, the polysensory system developed for this study is designed to utilize several senses through the varied combination of educational media. Inherent in the polysensory system are several other roles which may have potential bearing on educational processes. Some of these roles may be:

1. To provide increased teacher time for individual instruction.

2. To more fully utilize various media for giving pupils access to information.

3. To provide for individual differences in rate of learning and assimilation of information.

4. To enlarge the self-instructional dimensions and means of facilitating continuous student progress.

5. To reinforce manipulative information by providing for student participation in laboratory or work experiences.

**Statement of the Problem**

The problem of this research was to answer the question: "To what degrees and in what amounts of time does a polysensory instructional system enable pupils with varying abilities to acquire knowledges and skills associated with use of expandable polystyrene plastics?" Further, answers were sought to the following questions as related to the use of expandable polystyrene plastics:
1. How much student time is needed to complete a polysensory system of instruction?
2. How much repetition is necessary for successful performance of the construction of the expandable polystyrene object?
3. In what respects do students experience difficulty in use of the system?

Definition of Terms

**Polysensory Instructional System**

The term polysensory instructional system signifies various combinations of instructional materials and processes with each component, making a maximum contribution to specified educational objectives. This concept emphasizes utilization of as many senses of the student as is feasible to maximize learning and to facilitate instruction.

**Single-Concept Loop Films**

Single-concept loop films are color and sound films. They are in a continuous loop enclosed in a plastic cartridge which allows students to view each film as often as they desire without rewinding the film. The films illustrate the basic knowledges and skills necessary for the production of an expandable polystyrene foamed object. The audio portion of the film reinforces what the student views in the film.

**Programmed Instruction Books**

Programmed instruction books are programmed teaching and self-testing devices. They are designed to help each student test and at the same time reinforce his own learning of the knowledges presented by the films. If a student should choose an incorrect answer to a test question, the book provides remedial information. For example, a remedial frame will (1) tell him why is was wrong; (2) give the correct answer; and (3) provide him another opportunity to answer the original question. If the student then should choose the correct answer, he is referred to the next question. If, however, he should choose a second incorrect answer, he is directed to view the film again.

**Laboratory Experience (Project Work)**

Laboratory experiences are those which provide the student with an opportunity to apply knowledge he has acquired from the films.
and programmed instruction book. Laboratory experiences were components of each of the four units. Upon satisfactory completion of each programmed instruction book, the student is directed to perform related laboratory work in a manner similar to processes shown in the films. Safe and proper use of equipment is required of the student at all times.

High Ability

Students whose total scores on the Numerical and Verbal sections of the Differential Aptitude Test (Form L) are from the 75 to 100 percentile are classed as high ability.

Average Ability

Students whose total scores on the Numerical and Verbal sections of the Differential Aptitude Test (Form L) are from 26 to 74 percentile are classed as average ability.

Low Ability

Students whose total scores on the Numerical and Verbal sections of the Differential Aptitude Test (Form L) are from the 0 to 25 percentile are classed as low ability.

Minimum Acceptable Performance

A score determined to be 75 per cent of the maximum possible score for the performance of laboratory work in an instructional unit is classed as minimum acceptable performance.
Footnote References--Chapter 1


2Ibid., p. 6.


7Vernon S. Gerlach and John M. Vergis, "Self-Instructional Motion Pictures," AV Communications Review, XIII (September-October, 1965), 196-204.


Chapter 11

REVIEW OF RELATED DEVELOPMENTS AND RESEARCH

Educational technology is as old as education itself. From its inception, some means or techniques of instruction and learning have been used, and in a broad sense these have constituted educational technology.

In the 1950's and 1960's educational technology took rapid strides forward. Significant advances and developments were evident. According to Slaughter, these developments included:

1. Open and closed-circuit educational television.
2. Video tape recordings and equipment.
3. Computerized instruction and student testing, evaluation and guidance systems.
4. Information storage, retrieval and distribution systems.
5. Programmed instruction.
6. Teaching machines.
7. 8-mm film, printing and projection equipment.
8. Microfilm and microfilm viewing equipment.
9. Language laboratories.
10. Systems approach to the development and utilization of educational technology.

Slaughter further notes that:

The realization of the potential contribution of technology to education will depend upon the perspective and successful development of systems of technology, in which each component in nature and function as part of the system makes a synergistic contribution to the total result obtained by the system.

Educational technology . . . seems likely to grow in certain directions. One probable direction will be the development of educational technology on a systems basis, with a close and direct relevance to the purposes of education and objectives of instruction and with a
maximum contribution being made by each component... to the end result obtained by the system.2

Educational technology, systems approach, polysensory instructional system: What are the essential characteristics of these terms?

Heinich states:

The systems approach requires examination of a process as an entity with cognizance of the relationships involved in and among all components. It starts with specification of objectives, proceeds through the necessary operations, evaluates the end product in terms of these objectives, and modifies the system if found wanting.3

Carpenter suggests:

A systems design for an educational enterprise would provide: a conceptual framework for planning, orderly consideration of functions and resources, including personnel and technical facilities... the kinds and amounts of resources needed, and a phased and ordered sequence of events leading to the accomplishment of specified and operationally defined achievements. A systems approach should provide a way of checking on the relation of performances of all components to factors of economy and should reveal any inadequacies of the several components, including the faults of timing and consequently of the entire system.4

A definition offered by Donald Stewart offers another version of a system. He states:

A learning systems approach is a effort to organize and condense those necessary or desired experiences as concisely and systematically as possible so as to increase the probability that learning will occur in an efficient manner. A learning Systems Concept, when applied to educational or training courses offers an opportunity to develop or rebuild these courses to be significantly more effective and efficient in relation to the learning tasks and goals of the students.5

From these definitions and the significant advance of educational technology, it seems clear that systems have been with us a long time, and that they are here to stay.

Perhaps the earliest reference to the systems approach was by
In this editorial he compared public school practices to the systems concept of industry.

Later developments culminated in other authors specifying the actual steps in systems construction. Leslie J. Briggs suggests that the following steps be followed in the design of instruction:

1. Selecting and defining the objectives of instruction and stating them in terms of behavioral outcomes expected of the students.
2. Sequencing the objectives in such a way that component or prerequisite knowledge is acquired prior to more complex learning.
3. Identifying for each objective the type of learning represented.
4. Listing for each objective the sequence of instructional events which would provide the general conditions of learning required for the type of learning represented by the objectives.
5. Identifying for each instructional event the nature of the stimuli (such as intensity, duration, and requirement for motion).
6. Identifying tentatively the optimum medium for presenting each stimulus described in the preceding steps.
7. Reviewing sequences of objectives in an overall fashion in order to make media choices that would permit use of one medium of presentation for a reasonable length of time before changing to another medium during the instruction.
8. Writing specifications representing instructions to the specialist who will prepare material for each medium.

Other writers such as Heinich, Gagne, Allen, and Morrill view the steps as listed above as useful. Many possible variations are recognized.

The media selected for use in a typical polysensory instructional system are chosen with the intent of involving the maximum number of senses in the learning process. According to Silvern, learning involves the visual, aural, tactual, olfactory, and gustatory senses. He suggests that approximately:

- 85% of learning is through the visual sense.
- 10% of learning is through the aural sense.
- 3% of learning is through the tactual sense.
- 1% of learning is through the olfactory sense.
- 1% of learning is through the gustatory sense.
Much research has dealt with self-instructional programs. A variety of media has been utilized for experimental presentation of instructional materials. Some research has compared the effects of various media in teaching mechanical skills and has sought to identify specific training problems in industry and the armed services. Many of these studies were related to the operation of one piece of equipment. Demonstration devices were presented in which the student was expected to respond by performing the demonstrated task. In most, cases, task performance began immediately after the presentation of the instruction.

As this study was primarily concerned with the combination of aural, visual, and tactual senses, the media selected were those which were felt to be most adequate for presenting instructional materials to maximize learning via these senses. Accordingly, this review of literature has been organized in three sections: (1) motion picture film research; (2) programmed instruction research; and (3) participation of the learners in task performance.

**Studies Related to Motion Pictures**

Many studies have demonstrated that sound film may be successfully employed to facilitate the learning of a perceptual-motor skill.

Vandermeer\(^1\) found that the use of demonstration films reduced training time and produced more factual information about lathe operation. He further suggested that other studies exploring the use of films be used in training operators of other types of machines, that media other than films be used, and that media be adapted to individualized training.

A study conducted by Harby, Murnin, and Hayes\(^2\) concluded that learning from film-taught groups did occur to a significant extent. They also found that by using daylight projection of film loops, instructors with a minimum of training and experience could teach perceptual-motor skills with an effectiveness approaching that achieved by expert instructors using live demonstrations.

Beck and Lumsdale\(^3\) used an exploratory comparison of two methods of teaching the assembly and disassembly of a portable radar station. The methods consisted of (1) a film and (2) a competent instructor using a scale model. The results indicated that the film was at least as effective as a comparable lecture-demonstration by a highly competent instructor. This would seem to indicate that film would likely be much more effective than an average or poor instructor. Other observations were that the film group performed more as a team and required less additional on-the-job instruction.
Roshal found that "the learning of a perceptual-motor task (knot tying) through films, will be more effective as the film approaches a representation of the learner himself performing the act to be learned." He also concluded that a film was more effective when it showed all of the movements in performing the task than when it showed static shots of successive stages of task performance.

Jaspen conducted a study in which films were used to teach assembly of the breechblock of the 40 mm antiaircraft gun. The films showed common errors to be avoided as well as the nomenclature of the parts of the breechblock. He found that showing potential errors in addition to demonstrating the proper procedure was markedly superior to demonstrating proper procedure only. He also found that technical nomenclature may not aid learning. In another study, Jaspen found that a slow rate of film development and requiring audience participation was an effective procedure.

Nelson and Moll conducted a study dealing with the relative contributions to learning made by (1) auditory channel, (2) visual channel, and (3) visual and auditory combination in instructional films. They found that the auditory was least effective, and a combination of visual and auditory channels was much more effective than either one alone. The evidence supported the fact that even in films in which the narration apparently contained the greater part of the material to be learned, the visual element was almost as effective in communicating the material as was the narration.

Several studies approached the problem of optimum verbalization in instructional films. Jaspen systematically studied high (142) words per minute of film and very low (45) words per minute of film. He concluded that "the relationship between the level of effectiveness of the film and level of verbalization appeared to be curvilinear, with the apex of the curve at the medium level (97) words per minute of film." Zuckerman also found that some verbal description assists the learner, but may be increased until it interferes with and actually reduces learning. He stated that directive statements using the imperative mood or second person active were the most effective as verbal description. Another conclusion of this study was that films with sound leading the picture (slightly preceding the visual representation it describes) were superior to films in which the commentary followed slightly behind the visual representation on the screen.

A study conducted by Neu investigated the effectiveness of devices used to draw attention to particular points of content in a film. He found that where instruction is the principal aim,
producers of training films should present the subject matter in a simple, straightforward way, and avoid the use of devices such as spotlighting, zooms, extreme magnification, and stop motion to gain the learner's attention.

Studies Related to Programmed Instruction

An examination of studies dealing with programmed instruction was made because of the use of programmed instruction in the poly-sensory instructional system. Many programs of various subject areas have been developed and are in use. These studies help to contribute to an understanding of programmed instruction as it is used in this system. Comparative in nature, they considered similarities and differences of programmed instruction and traditional methods of instruction.

According to Schram:

There has been a considerable amount of research on programmed instruction--probably somewhere near 100 experiments. Indeed, no teaching medium has ever come into use in such an atmosphere of research. He goes on to say:

This research leaves us in no doubt that programs do teach. A great deal of learning seems to take place, regardless of the kind of program or the kind of students. Even a bad program is a pretty good teacher. Programs have been used successfully at all levels of the educational system, at all levels of ability from slow learners to the very best students, and to teach a great variety of academic subject matter and verbal and manual skills.

We can accept confidently, therefore, that programs do teach. But how they teach, and what combinations of characteristics make them teach better, is still much in doubt.

Two basic patterns of programming are currently being used. According to Trow, they are the "Skinnerian" or linear program and the "Crowder" or branching program. The essential elements of the linear program are: (1) an ordered sequence of stimulus items, (2) student recall and response in a specified way, (3) responses reinforced by immediate knowledge of results, (4) progress by small steps, (5) mostly correct responses, and (6) movement from what the student knows by a process of success-
ively closer approximation toward what he is supposed to have learned from the program.

The Crowder, or branching theory, is characterized by (1) large masses of information; (2) provision of relatively few responses; (3) student response in a specified way; (4) stress on recognition of correct response; (5) response-determined route which may result in the following of any one of several branches; and (6) utilization of errors to provide for individual learning needs.

Some research indicates there might be an optimum size of step for different students, and that the solution might lie in branching—introducing remedial frames or review passages into a program for learners who need them—while permitting the others to omit the extra practice. This is one of the advantages claimed for Crowder programming, where it can be handled more easily than in Skinnerian programs.

Another essential difference in the two techniques is the programmer's purpose in eliciting the response from the student. The linear program requests the response because it is believed to be an essential part of the learning process. Once the response has been made, it has served its purpose. In the branching program, the response is elicited in order to see if the student has learned, because this information will be used to determine whether the next point is to be presented or whether additional material on the previous point is required.

**Studies Related to Laboratory Work**

A study by Maccoby and Sheffield sought to determine the optimum relationship between the length and number of demonstration periods and practice opportunities utilizing demonstration films. They concluded that with lengthy sequential tasks, practice is particularly useful if it follows demonstration segments which constitute natural units of the task. They also observed that the optimum use of practice probably involves transition from smaller to larger segments of the task, with the aim being to maximize the initial practice, and to promote integration of the task as a whole.

During the investigation of the effectiveness of slides for teaching perceptual-motor skills, Lichtblau's most significant conclusion was that:

When the sole aim of the slide set is to teach a specific perceptual-motor skill as applied in one situation, no explanations of why certain procedures
are to be followed should be included unless the explanations are absolutely essential to follow the rote procedure.27

Other variables—such as using the same tools as the student would be using, using attention-gaining devices such as arrows, placing only one thought in a frame, including a summary, and including a motivation section—failed to show a significant difference.

LeMaster 28 conducted a study in which the purpose was to determine the effect on pupil learning of specially prepared filmed demonstrations of selected teaching units in woodworking, when presented to the class before the manipulative skill was performed by the instructor. They concluded that film reinforcement to the manual class demonstration (1) enables pupils to learn more technical information, (2) enables pupils to understand and apply the manipulative skill processes more efficiently, and (3) reduces repeat demonstrations (both small group and individual) required of the instructor.
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Chapter III

RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

This experiment was designed to determine the feasibility of a polysensory instructional system for teaching knowledges and skills involved in the use of expandable polystyrene plastics. Emphasis was placed on evaluating results of utilizing several student senses in the learning process. The purpose of the study was not to determine if the polysensory instructional system was superior to other methods of instruction, but rather to determine the feasibility of the system for use as an alternate instructional method. Therefore, the study was not comparative in nature. Instead, minimum acceptable criteria were established by juries of experts and results of the study were evaluated in terms of those criteria. Comparison of the results with established criteria necessitated that instructional procedures and information presented by the media used in the system be the same for all students.

Each student worked in a laboratory setting with an instructor present at all times. The instructor was necessary to introduce the student to the system, to observe and record student performance, or to stop the student should performance become hazardous or detrimental to the equipment.

Design of the Study

This study was designed as follows:

1. A major instructional need was identified in the area of expandable polystyrene plastics.
2. A target population was selected.
3. Behavioral objectives were formulated.
4. Experimental instructional materials were developed. These consisted of: (a) a teacher's guide, (b) a student's guide, (c) single-concept sound loop films, (d) programmed instruction books, (e) laboratory experiences and equipment, (f) a comparison chart.
5. Evaluation instruments and procedures were developed. These consisted of: (a) a performance pretest, (b) a knowledge pretest, and (c) performance checklists.
6. The polysensory instructional system was tested.
7. The test results were analyzed and reported.
The Polysensory Instructional System

The system used in this study involved the use of the following components: (1) four programmed instruction books, (2) four single-concept audio loop films, (3) laboratory--shop--experiences in which students used materials and equipment to produce the plastic object as directed by the films and programmed books, and (4) a teacher's guide. All of those items are available from the Vocational Education ERIC Center, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.

The system was designed to facilitate instruction by providing the necessary equipment, materials, and procedures for efficient and effective learning experiences for each student. The system was developed in the following manner:

1. The behavioral objectives were formulated and arranged in presumably logical sequence.
2. Types of learning involved in reaching each objective were identified.
3. Stimuli evoking each type of learning were identified.
4. The stimuli served as criteria for media options which would be useful in the polysensory instructional system.
5. Media for the polysensory instructional system then were chosen with regard to effectiveness of stimuli.

General Conditions

Due to the experimental nature of the system and the need for uniformity in the testing of the system, it was necessary to establish the general conditions under which the researcher and students were to function. These conditions were as follows:

1. Each student was given access to equipment and materials necessary to construct a foamed polystyrene object (in this case, an ice bucket).
2. Each student was responsible for selecting the equipment and materials necessary to complete the unit.
3. Each student worked individually except while two films were viewed. These films were shown to groups of students.
4. No student was allowed to proceed in an unsafe manner or in ways detrimental to the equipment.
5. Each student was required to perform in such a manner as to produce a foamed polystyrene object (ice bucket) of good quality.

The researcher was present at all times to observe and record student performance.
Operational Objective

The following operational objective was established to provide an indicator of the success of the polysensory instructional system: The student will acquire the capability to produce an expandable polystyrene foamed object (ice bucket). The objective served as a basis for determining criteria for evaluating the results of the total instruction presented in the four instructional units.

Behavioral Objectives

A list of skills, knowledges, and understandings necessary for using expandable polystyrene plastics was formulated. These skills, knowledges, and understandings then were stated in behavioral terms to specify the behavior of the learner upon completion of each instructional unit. The behavioral objectives also served as a basis for determining criteria for evaluating the success or failure of each unit. The objectives are:

1. Unit 1.--Pre-expansion of Expandable Polystyrene Beads. The student will acquire the capability to select the materials and equipment necessary for pre-expanding the raw expandable polystyrene beads. The students will be able to pre-expand raw expandable polystyrene beads.

2. Unit 2.--Preparation and Assembly of Mold. The student will acquire the capability to select the mold and necessary materials and equipment for preparing the mold. The student will be able to disassemble, prepare, and assemble the mold.

3. Unit 3.--Molding the Pre-expanded Polystyrene Beads. The student will acquire the capability to select the materials and equipment necessary for charging the mold. The student will be able to charge the mold. The student will be able to safely operate the autoclave. The student will be able to cool the mold and remove the mold from the autoclave.

4. Unit 4.--Removing the Foamed Piece. The student will acquire the capability to select the equipment necessary for removing the foamed piece from the mold. The student will be able to remove the foamed piece from the mold.
Instructional Components

To achieve the above objectives, the system used the following combinations of instructional materials and methods.

Tape-Filmstrip, "Talking Plastics"

A commercially produced filmstrip, "Talking Plastics," was used to give the students a consumer's viewpoint of the plastics industry and to provide them with a more common background regarding the kinds and uses of plastics. The filmstrip was 15 minutes in length and was accompanied by a tape commentary.

16 mm Film, "Born of Foam"

This commercially produced sound-color film, was shown to the students to provide them with a common knowledge of the industrial processes and applications of expandable polystyrene plastics. This film was 28 minutes in length.

Single-Concept Loop Films

Four single-concept loop films were produced. Each of the four films was designed to teach specific knowledges and procedures necessary to produce an expandable polystyrene foamed piece.

Each film formed a continuous loop and was enclosed in a plastic cartridge for use in the Fairchild Mark IV projector. The film loop cartridges used with the Mark IV projector made it possible for each student to view the films without rewinding, as often as he desired.

Concepts and processes presented in the films were evaluated by a jury consisting of three industrial chemists. Members of this jury are listed in Appendix A.

A script was written, revised, and recorded on the magnetic sound stripe on the film. Concepts presented in the films were reinforced by the audio commentary. Commentary was recorded in manners consistent with research regarding verbalization of films.

The films then were evaluated by a jury of educational experts for consistency with accepted criteria for instructional films. Jury members are listed in Appendix A. Films and content are as follows:
1. Film 1.--"Pre-expansion of Expandable Polystyrene Beads." The basic purpose of this film was to show the materials, equipment, and procedure for pre-expanding raw polystyrene beads since the raw polystyrene beads must be pre-expanded before they can be used to form the ice bucket.

2. Film 2.--"Preparation and Assembly of Mold." This film showed the materials, equipment, and procedure for preparing and assembling the ice bucket mold, a step necessary to prevent the foamed ice bucket from sticking in the mold.

3. Film 3.--"Molding the Pre-expanded Polystyrene Beads." Materials, equipment, and procedure for molding the pre-expanded beads into a foamed ice bucket were shown in this film. The molding process involved the use of the autoclave to provide the necessary heat and pressure for successfully molding the pre-expanded beads.

4. Film 4.--"Removing the Foamed Piece." This film showed the materials, equipment, and procedure for removing the foamed ice bucket with the use of air pressure. Use of air pressure for object removal is a common industrial practice in the manufacture of expandable polystyrene products.

Programmed Instruction Books

Four programmed instruction books were written—one to accompany each single-concept film. These books were developed according to currently acceptable standards for programmed instruction.

An evaluation of the content, organization, and format of the books was conducted by the same jury of educational experts which evaluated the single-concept films. Suggested revisions were made, and the revised books then were printed for use in the polysensory instructional system. These books were numbered and titled as follows:

1. Pre-expansion of Expandable Polystyrene Beads.
2. Preparation and Assembly of Mold.
3. Molding the Pre-expanded Polystyrene Beads.
4. Removing the Foamed Piece.

All four books were programmed learning and self-testing devices. They were designed specifically to help each student test his own learning of the knowledges presented in the films and at the same time to reinforce his learning. Should a student choose an incorrect answer to a test question, the book provided
remedial information. For example, the remedial frame would (1) tell him why it was wrong, (2) give the correct answer, and (3) provide him another opportunity to answer the original question. Should the student choose the correct answer, the book referred him to the next question. But if he again were to choose an incorrect answer, he would be directed to review the appropriate film.

A summary of the information and procedures appeared on the last page of the programmed instruction book. After reviewing the summary of the information and procedures, the student had the option of (1) viewing the film again, (2) reviewing the programmed instruction book, or (3) proceeding to the next step. When the student was satisfied with his understanding of the information and procedures, he proceeded to the laboratory experience (project work) phase of the system.

**Laboratory Experiences**

The purpose of the laboratory experiences was to provide an opportunity for application of knowledge and capabilities the student had acquired from the films and programmed instruction books.

Laboratory experiences were planned for each of the four units. Upon completion of each programmed instruction book the student was directed to perform a phase of laboratory work in a manner similar to processes shown in the films.

Safe and proper use of equipment was required of the student at all times. These were illustrated by the films that were to be viewed by the student. It was the instructor's responsibility to make certain that these practices were followed.

Students neglecting to follow good safety practices or using the equipment in detrimental manners were stopped immediately by the instructor. The student then was told why he had been stopped and was asked to view the appropriate film again. After having reviewed the film the student continued with his work.

**Teacher's Guide**

A teacher's guide was designed primarily to help teachers become familiar with objectives and procedures involved with this system. It briefly outlines the use of plastics in industry, the purpose of the expandable polystyrene plastics unit, and the operation of the polysensory instructional system in plastics. Instructors were asked to study and follow the procedures as outlined.
Student's Guide

A student's guide was prepared to acquaint the student with the system. It outlined the purpose of the unit. Students were required to proceed according to the instructions outlined in a step-by-step order. The guide also provided a checklist for film student evaluation of the films and answer sheets for student response to items in the programmed instruction books.

Evaluation Procedures

Pretests

Two pretests were developed: a knowledge pretest and a performance pretest. Instructions were developed for administering and taking these tests.

The purpose of the knowledge pretest was to determine what the student knew about the equipment, materials, and procedures for the construction of an expandable polystyrene ice bucket. The 22 multiple choice questions appearing in the knowledge pretest are the same as those used in the programmed instruction books.

The performance pretest was designed to determine the capability of the student to select the necessary equipment and materials and his capability to perform the first two operations necessary for constructing the ice bucket. The first part required the student to discriminate between a number of materials and equipment placed before him on the table. He was to choose the necessary equipment and materials to prepare the raw polystyrene beads for construction of an ice bucket. If the student were to select the necessary equipment and materials, he then proceeded to the second part which required him to perform the operation of pre-expanding the raw polystyrene beads. Students who did not select the necessary equipment and materials omitted the second part of the test and proceeded to part three.

Part three consisted of selecting equipment and materials necessary for preparing the mold. Students selecting the correct equipment and materials proceeded to part four which required the student to disassemble, prepare and reassemble the mold for use in producing the ice bucket. A student failing to select the required equipment and materials was not asked to try part four of the performance pretest. Students were rated on the performance pretest by the use of a checklist which was administered and recorded by the researcher.

Evaluations were made by both the student and the instructor. In both cases, results were immediately available to the student.
These results determined whether the student proceeded to the next phase of work or repeated previous work to acquire knowledge he needed before continuing.

The instructor assured students that evaluation results would not be used to determine student grades, but would be used to help each student learn what he needed to do next to reach his objective.

Posttests

Two types of posttests, objective and performance, were built into the system. Objective tests for each unit were used to evaluate the student's knowledge of information obtained from viewing the films. These tests were incorporated into the programmed books. Student responses to questions were used to determine the succeeding steps for completing the programmed instruction books.

Performance tests for each instructional unit were used to evaluate the student's proficiency in performing tasks presented by the films. Performance of laboratory work was evaluated by the use of a performance checklist. A separate checklist was provided for each of the four instructional units. Each checklist was accompanied by instructions for its use and was administered by the instructor.

A jury of educational experts determined minimum acceptable performance scores for each of the four laboratory experiences. The jury decided that recorded scores would be those obtained by the student the first time he attempted the laboratory work. Later success would not alter the score.

The purpose of this study was to determine the amount of time necessary to complete the polysensory system. Consequently, no maximum time allowance was set for successful performance of the laboratory work.

Quality of the foamed object was evaluated by using a comparison chart. This chart showed photographs illustrating results of common mistakes. Causes and remedies were listed under each photograph or example. The student compared the product of his work with the illustrations shown on the chart and recorded his self-evaluation on the checklist.
Administration and Use of the Polysensory Instructional System

1. Pretests were administered to the class. The performance pretest was administered individually to each student. Materials and equipment needed for constructing the foamed piece were made accessible to the student at a work station. Knowledge pretests were administered to the students as a group. The test was a paper-and-pencil test consisting of 22 multiple-choice items and was administered according to the instructions accompanying the knowledge pretest.

2. The tape-filmstrip, "Talking Plastics," was shown to the group. Students were introduced to the tape-filmstrip by the instructor. No follow-up activities were conducted at the conclusion of the "Talking Plastics" presentation.

3. The 16 mm film, Born of Foam was presented immediately after the showing of the tape-filmstrip. No follow-up activities were planned for this film.

4. The necessary equipment and materials were assembled for presenting the expandable polystyrene process to the student. While facilities varied, every effort was made to ensure that all the equipment and materials were readily accessible to the student in close proximity to the work station. The following instructional equipment and materials were provided:

   a) Fairchild Mark IV Projector.
   b) Single-concept films:
      Pre-expansion of Expandable Polystyrene Beads.
      Preparation and Assembly of Mold.
      Molding the Pre-expanded Polystyrene Beads.
      Removing the Foamed Piece.
   c) Programmed instruction books:
      Pre-expansion of Expandable Polystyrene Beads.
      Preparation and Assembly of Mold.
      Molding the Pre-expanded Polystyrene Beads.
      Removing the Foamed Piece.

   The materials, tools, and equipment listed below were provided for use in performing the laboratory experiences:

   Raw Beads
   Hot Plate
   Pan

   Airtight Container
   Nut Driver
   Screw Driver
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5. The student was introduced to the system.
Introduction of the student to the system began with the instructor showing the student where the equipment and materials were assembled. Students' questions regarding equipment and materials were answered.
Use of the Fairchild Projector then was demonstrated to the student. If a student had learned previously how to use the projector, a brief review was used to verify his capability.
Students were given the Student Guide and its use was explained by the instructor. As the student proceeded with work, the instructor was present at all times to answer questions or to provide help when the student no longer could proceed on his own; to make certain the student proceeded in a safe manner and one which was not detrimental to the equipment; and to record places in the system where the student was encountering difficulty.

6. The student's performance was evaluated.
The performance checklists were contained in a 9 x 12 inch envelope marked Performance Checklists. Each envelope included the checklists needed to evaluate all four units of each student's work. The instructions which accompanied the checklists were followed by the instructor. Four evaluations of a student's performance were conducted. These evaluations were made while the student was completing each of the four units of laboratory work.
Evaluations were made by the instructor with the use of a performance checklist. Complete instructions accompanied the checklist, and every effort was made to ensure instructions were followed. A separate evaluation was made of each of the following units of laboratory work.
Unit 1--Pre-expansion of Expandable Polystyrene Beads--was checked during Step 3 in the student's guide.
Unit 2--Preparation and Assembly of Mold--was checked during Step 6 in the student's guide.
Unit 3--Molding the Pre-expanded Polystyrene Beads--was checked during Step 9 in the student's guide.
Unit 4--Removing the Foamed Piece--was checked during Step 12 in the student's guide.
7. The completed Student Guide and Performance Checklists were replaced in the 9 x 12 inch envelope marked Performance Checklists. The envelope was sealed and the student's name written thereon. The sealed envelopes were filed until used for system evaluation.

8. After each student completed the system, equipment was cleaned and the work station was prepared for the next student.

**Statistical Procedures**

Numerical and Verbal sections of the Differential Aptitude Tests were administered to the population in this study. Results of these tests were used to place the students into three categories. High ability included those from the 75 to 100 percentile; average ability included those from 26 to 74 percentile; and low ability included those from 0 to 25 percentile.

Fifteen variables were studied to determine observable differences between the high, average, and low ability students.

Variables were recorded on frequency tables with the frequencies of occurrence being recorded in the appropriate spaces. These tables then were studied to determine observable differences within the three ability groups.

The variables were compared, when appropriate, with minimum acceptable criteria as determined by the jury of educational experts.

**Population**

Thirty students selected from two industrial arts classes constituted the population of this study. Fourteen students from the Anatone (Washington) School composed one class. Sixteen students from Pullman (Washington) High School composed the other class. Subjects ranged from the sixth through the twelfth grades. Five were seniors; ten, juniors; three, sophomores, eight, freshmen; two, eighth grade students; and two, sixth grade students.

**Limitations**

1. The procedure limited students to the two industrial arts classes and did not provide an equal number of students in the high, average, and low ability groups.
2. There was no way of controlling student learning outside of the instructional system between the time of pretesting and before student participation in the self-instructional part of the system; however, most of the information and procedures were not readily accessible to students outside the system.

3. Individual levels of motivation may have varied.

4. Student learning consisted primarily of knowledge and sequential operations or procedures.

5. Unequal numbers of students in the six grades were represented in the study.

Fifteen variables were studied to determine observable differences in the performance of high, average, and low ability students in response to their use of a polysensory instructional system designed to help them acquire knowledge and skills associated with use of expandable polystyrene plastics. The variables studied were students' knowledge pretest scores, performance pretest scores, performance scores on each of the four laboratory experiences, time needed to perform each of the four laboratory experiences, total performance scores for laboratory experiences, total time needed for laboratory experiences, number of times the films were viewed, mistakes made in use of the programmed instruction books, and evaluation of performance.
Chapter IV

FINDINGS

Student performance exceeded the expectations defined by minimum acceptable performance criteria established as the basis for testing the system. All students successfully completed the work required by the system. Amounts of time required for reaching the defined level of acceptable performance varied.

Observed scores on the performance pretest indicated that the students did not possess the capability to produce the foamed polystyrene object. During the administration of the pretest several students selected some correct items; however, the selection of incorrect items suggested that the students were unable to discriminate between those items which were necessary and those which were irrelevant. The majority of the students made no attempt to perform the necessary steps. They simply stated that they did not know how to utilize the equipment and materials to produce the object. Table I presents the student scores on the performance pretest by ability groups.

Table I

PERFORMANCE PRETEST SCORES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score Intervals</th>
<th>Numbers of Pupils Scoring in Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Ability Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 presents the student scores on the knowledge pre-test. The knowledge pretest was a multiple-choice test of 22 questions by ability groups. Probability indicates that a student should have received a minimum score of 5.5 merely by guessing.

Observed scores indicate that the students did possess some knowledge of the expandable polystyrene plastics process; however, study of the responses indicated a slight knowledge of isolated pieces of equipment and its operation or slight knowledge of some materials and their uses.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Numbers of Pupils Scoring In Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Ability Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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There was no indication that the correct responses were due to a prior knowledge of the expandable polystyrene process. This was supported further by student performance on the performance pretest.

The results of the knowledge pretest seem to indicate that there was little prior knowledge regarding the expandable polystyrene process.

**Performance Scores on Laboratory Work**

Table 3 presents the observed student scores on the performance of the laboratory work required to pre-expand the raw polystyrene beads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score Intervals</th>
<th>Numbers of Pupils Scoring in Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Ability Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 - 32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All students reached acceptable levels of performance. All but one exceeded acceptable levels.

A score of 30 was defined as minimum acceptable performance on this phase of laboratory work. Five students of high ability and sixteen students of average ability exceeded the minimum acceptable score.

Of the nine low ability students eight performed above the minimum level. One student originally scored only 27 because of incorrect choice of equipment but discovered his error, started over, and performed the laboratory work satisfactorily.

The performance scores do not indicate a major variation due to the ability of the students.

Table 4 presents the observed student scores on the performance of the laboratory work required to disassemble and prepare the mold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Numbers of Pupils Scoring in Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Ability Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A score of 21 was defined as minimum acceptable performance. Scores of all subjects exceeded the minimum set for acceptable performance. The observed scores indicate a slight variation due
to student ability. Although low ability students scored slightly less than the average or high groups, the difference was minimal.

Table 5 presents the observed student scores of the laboratory work required to mold the pre-expanded beads.

Table 5

PERFORMANCE SCORES OF STUDENTS MOLDING THE PRE-EXPANDED BEADS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Numbers of Pupils Scoring in Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Ability Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Scores Group</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A score of 34 was defined as minimum acceptable performance.

All 30 students were successful in exceeding the acceptable minimum performance score. The observed scores indicate little variation due to the ability of the students.

Table 6 presents the observed student scores of the laboratory work required to remove the foamed object (ice bucket) from the mold. The jury determined that a score of 9 would indicate minimum acceptable performance.
Table 6

PERFORMANCE SCORES OF STUDENTS REMOVING
THE FOAMED OBJECT FROM THE MOLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Numbers of Pupils Scoring in Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Ability Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 presents the total performance scores of all the laboratory work done by students. Minimum acceptable performance was determined to be a total score of 100. All students exceeded this score. The average total score was 120. Three of the five high ability students exceeded the average total score. Two students did not.

Ten average ability students received scores above average for all students. The total scores of this group varied from a low of 115 to a high of 125. Four of these students made maximum scores.

Three low ability students made scores above the average for all students. Six received scores below the average. Scores varied from a low of 108 to a high of 125.
### Table 7

TOTAL PERFORMANCE SCORES OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE OF LABORATORY WORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>High Ability Group</th>
<th>Average Ability Group</th>
<th>Low Ability Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Time Used for Laboratory Work

Table 8 presents the amounts of time utilized by students for performance of the laboratory work required to pre-expand the raw polystyrene beads. Time used for performance varied as much within groups as between groups.
Table 8
TIME USED BY STUDENTS PRE-EXPANDING
THE RAW POLYSTYRENE BEADS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Intervals</th>
<th>High Ability Group</th>
<th>Average Ability Group</th>
<th>Low Ability Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 - 24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 - 29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 - 34</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 - 39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 - 44</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average time used for this phase of laboratory work was 30 minutes. The minimum was 20 minutes. Maximum time used was 65 minutes or approximately three times the minimum. The student who used 65 minutes made an incorrect choice of equipment and had to start over. Otherwise, the maximum time used would have been 40 minutes or twice the minimum.

Table 9 presents the amounts of time used to disassemble and prepare the mold. The average time used for this phase of laboratory work was approximately 20 minutes. The minimum time used was 15 minutes and the maximum was 35 minutes. One high ability student needed 35 minutes. Younger students needed more time than older ones.
Table 9
TIME USED BY STUDENTS TO PREPARE AND ASSEMBLE THE MOLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Intervals</th>
<th>Number of Pupils Using Time Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Ability Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 - 19</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 - 24</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 - 29</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 - 34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 - 39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results indicate that time needed for performance varied as much within ability groups as between groups. The ability of the student does not seem to be a major cause of variation in the amount of time needed to perform the laboratory work.

Table 10 presents the amounts of time used to mold the pre-expanded beads.
Table 10

TIME USED BY STUDENTS TO MOLD THE PRE-EXPANDED BEADS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Intervals</th>
<th>Number of Pupils Using Time Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Ability Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average time needed to perform this phase of laboratory work was 25 minutes. The minimum was 15 minutes. The maximum was 45 minutes. Except for one student, time needed varied from 15 to 35 minutes or approximately two times the minimum.

Results indicate that the high ability group took slightly less time to complete the performance than did the average. The low ability group also used slightly more time than the average ability group. The differences, however, were minimal and indicate little difference in time required due to ability. Performance time varied nearly as much within groups as between groups.

Table 11 presents the amount of time used to remove the object from the mold.
Table II

TIME USED BY STUDENTS TO REMOVE THE FOAMED OBJECT FROM THE MOLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Intervals</th>
<th>Numbers of Pupils Using Time Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Ability Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average time needed to remove the object from the mold was 10 minutes. The minimum was 5 minutes and the maximum was 20 minutes. Except for one student, the time varied from 5 to 15 minutes with the maximum required being approximately three times the minimum. Results indicate little differences in the time required by the three ability groups. Time required varied as much within groups as between groups.

Table 12 presents the total amount of time required to perform the laboratory work culminating with the finished project.
Table 12
TOTAL TIME USED TO PERFORM THE LABORATORY WORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Intervals</th>
<th>Numbers of Pupils Using Time Intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Ability Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 - 64</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 - 69</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 - 74</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 - 79</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 - 84</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 - 89</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 - 94</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 - 99</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 - 104</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105 - 109</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average total time necessary to perform this phase of the laboratory work was 85 minutes. Four of the five high ability students completed the project in this amount of time, or less. The one who exceeded the average time was a grade 8 student, indicating as previously discussed, that the younger students used more time to perform the work.

The average ability students were the least consistent in time used. They varied from 60 minutes to 105 minutes. Seven students used less than the average time while six students used more.

The low ability students were evenly divided with four using less than the average amount of time and four using more than the average.
Observation of results indicates that the high ability group used slightly less time than the other two groups; however, the maximum time used was approximately 1-1/2 times the minimum.

**Frequency of Film Viewing**

Table 13 presents the frequency of film viewing during participation in the instructional system.

**Table 13**

**FREQUENCY OF FILM VIEWING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Times Viewed</th>
<th>High Ability Group</th>
<th>Average Ability Group</th>
<th>Low Ability Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was a large variation in the number of times the students viewed the films, with an average total of seven times for all four films. Viewings varied from a minimum of four, or one time for each film, to a maximum of eleven.

Students of high ability viewed the films more times than those of low or average abilities. Four out of five high ability students viewed the films more times than the average.
Students of average ability viewed the films from 4 to 9 times. Eight students viewed fewer times than the average for all the students and six viewed more.

Low ability students viewed the films less than the average for all the students. Five students viewed the films less than seven times. Three students viewed the films more.

As the students proceeded through the system, it was noted that the younger students viewed the films most. Older students viewed least.

Student Errors in Programmed Instruction Books

Table 14 presents the total number of student errors in use of the programmed instruction books. A total of 28 students completed the instruction books.

Table 14
TOTAL STUDENT ERRORS IN THE PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION BOOKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Errors</th>
<th>High Ability Group</th>
<th>Average Ability Group</th>
<th>Low Ability Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
<td><strong>8</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Two students omitted use of books*
Students made an average of one error during completion of the four programmed instruction books.

Three high ability students made no errors. One made one error, and another made two errors. This group made fewer errors than the average or low ability students.

Average ability students made from 0 to 2 errors in the instruction books. Seven students made no errors. Five students made one error and three students made two errors. It appeared that this group did nearly as well as the high ability group.

Errors made by low ability students varied more than the other groups. Number of errors ranged from 0 to 7. Three students of this group made no errors. The low ability students made a few more errors than did the high or average students.

Of the two students who did not complete the instruction books, one was low ability and one was average ability. The observer noted that these students did not read the student's guide carefully and were inattentive. These students, however, completed the laboratory work satisfactorily.

**Student Evaluation of Work**

Table 15 presents results of evaluations of the completed foamed objects. All the students completed an object. The evaluation of their work varied from well made to poor.

**Table 15**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>High Ability Group</th>
<th>Average Ability Group</th>
<th>Low Ability Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Well Made</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Group Scores</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students of high ability had three objects evaluated as well made and two objects rated as average. Students of average ability had four objects evaluated as well made, nine as average, and three as poor. Low ability students had two objects rated as well made, five as average, and two as poor.

Results indicated that the high ability students produced a better object than the others. However, variability within ability groups is almost as great as between groups.

Five students produced objects rated as poor; however, these five students immediately repeated the laboratory work and produced foamed objects evaluated as average or well made. In this sense, the system was still successful as the students recognized their errors, made the necessary corrections, and then satisfactorily completed the laboratory work.
Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS

Purpose

This study was designed to determine the extent to which, and the amounts of time in which, a polysensory instructional system for teaching knowledges and skills used in the expandable polystyrene plastics process enabled pupils to acquire predefined knowledges and skills.

The study investigated the effectiveness of a polysensory instructional system for teaching selected expandable polystyrene plastics knowledges and skills to students of high, average, and low abilities. The system consisted of four single-concept sound films, four programmed instruction books, and four laboratory experiences.

Procedure

The systems were used experimentally with 30 junior and senior high school students. On the basis of scores on the Numerical and Verbal sections of the Differential Aptitudes Test (Form L) students were classified into high, average and low ability groups.

All students received an orientation to the plastics industry by viewing a sound film strip and a 16 mm sound color-film. Students then were directed to use the system on an individual basis. Single-concept sound films were viewed once or several times. The students then completed the programmed instruction book which guided study of information and procedures shown in the film. After completing the programmed instruction book, students were directed to perform the laboratory work which consisted of performing the operations shown in the film and presented in the book. This sequence was repeated for each of the four subunits of the system.

Results of the instruction were measured by use of a performance pretest, knowledge pretest, programmed instruction books,
evaluation of laboratory work (using a performance checklist), and student evaluation of the foamed object (ice bucket).

Results

Performance scores on the laboratory work exceeded minimum acceptable performance scores.

Time individual students used to perform the laboratory work varied. The maximum performance time was approximately 2-1/2 times the minimum.

Time required varied as much within ability groups as between groups.

Total performance scores indicated that variation within groups was as great as that between groups.

Total time necessary for laboratory work varied as much within groups as between groups.

Frequency of film viewing varied between groups with the high ability group viewing the films most often and the low ability group viewing the films least often.

Errors in use of the programmed instruction books were minimal; however, low ability students made slightly more errors than those of average or high abilities.

Project evaluation indicated that all students performed successfully. High ability students performed most successfully and there was relatively slight difference between the performance of average and low ability groups.

Conclusions

The data obtained in this study indicated that this method of instruction was successful in teaching knowledges and skills necessary for performing the expandable polystyrene process. Each group of students exceeded the minimum acceptable performance criteria. Performance exceeded expectations.

Differences in general mental ability did not appear to be a major factor in performance. Performance within groups varied as much as performance between groups. Total performance scores of all students were above the minimum acceptable level.
Amounts of time students used to complete the system varied. But time used was only slightly related to ability. This indicates that by use of such systems all students can acquire such knowledges and skills at varying rates of speed. The fact that variation of time needed was as great within groups as between groups indicates a value for flexibility in such instruction at various levels of student ability.

The numbers of times students viewed films varied within groups. The fact that high ability students viewed the films most often might be attributed to the higher anxiety levels of this group and their need to succeed. It also might be due to a situation in which these students better recognized problem situations in the films and felt a need for clarification. Further, these students might have developed repetitive habits as a result of previous experiences with instruction and education.

All students indicated that they considered the programmed instruction books to be valuable. Some used the review pages as a basis for performing laboratory work; others did not. This would seem to support more general evidence that few students learn in identical fashion. It also would tend to support the use of a variety of instructional media.

Data indicated that in substantial degree students can, themselves, evaluate their own work of this type if they are familiar with measures of expected proficiency. They also can diagnose difficulty and take appropriate measures to improve performance of this type. The fact that five students evaluated their projects as poor, determined the probable causes, and then independently improved their performance indicates the feasibility of this type of self-evaluation.

Implications

The results of this study indicate the feasibility of utilizing polysensory instructional systems for this type of learning. Through the use of such systems students progress at their own rates with little presentation of information or procedures by the instructor. The enthusiasm with which students utilized the system indicated the probability of a presently untapped readiness to accept individual responsibility for learning if given the opportunity.

If the systems approach were more fully implemented the role of the instructor could be conceived more as that of an instructional manager. Less time would be spent on preparation and presentation of instructional materials. The system itself would provide more of the materials and procedures necessary for learning.
In such situations more time could be spent by the instructor on activities such as:

Leading discussion groups or providing leadership for activities such as creativity, problem solving or group dynamics.

Organizing or producing supplementary instructional materials.

Guiding the students into situations facilitating enlargement of concepts, procedures or skills taught by the system.

Wider use of such systems also has implications for planning educational facilities. Instructional areas would need to be provided for work by individuals and small groups. An instructional resource center would be necessary to provide easy student access to equipment and materials. Facilities should be designed to promote flexibility and change.

Use of systems such as the one tested in this study also has implications for curriculum development, class scheduling, instructional personnel, student grouping, grading, evaluation, and teacher training.
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### Table 16

**RAW DATA COLLECTED IN THE STUDY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Object Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Errors in Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Film Viewing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (Total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (Total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (Total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (Total)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Film Viewing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Errors in Books</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (Total)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unit 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Errors in Books</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (Total)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unit 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Errors in Books</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (Total)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unit 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Errors in Books</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (Total)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unit 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Errors in Books</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (Total)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

- **Subject**
- **Object Evaluation**
- **Errors in Books**
- **Film Viewing**
- **Unit 1**
- **Unit 2**
- **Unit 3**
- **Unit 4**
- **Score**
- **Time (Total)**

**Appendix B**
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The Development and Testing of a Polysensory Instructional System for Teaching Knowledges and Skills Associated With the Use of Expandable Polystyrene Plastics
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A self-instructional polysensory system comprised of four single-concept films, programmed books and laboratory work experiences was developed and tested. The system was designed to enable students to reach predefined levels of knowledge and capability needed to use materials and equipment for production of a plastic object. Thirty junior and senior high school students in three mental ability categories served as subjects. All subjects independently acquired predefined levels of knowledge and capability. Time used to reach those levels varied. Results indicated that such a system is an effective means of enabling pupils to acquire knowledge, manipulative skills and judgments of the types taught by the system.